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United Church of Christ Disabilities Ministries
• https://uccdm.org/
• The UCCDM envisions a world in which all people are included in
the fullness of life because they are created in the image of God.
The mission of UCCDM is to support all settings of the United
Church of Christ (UCC) including but not limited to:
Local Congregations, Associations, Conferences, camps, Historically
Underrepresented Groups (HUGs), and national settings

• as they seek to recognize and provide access to people with
disabilities in all aspects of the church’s life and ministry.

A2A and
Inclusion for All

• This includes, but is not limited to affirming and claiming as its
own the commitments of the UCC to be a multiracial,
multicultural, Open and Affirming, Just Peace, and Accessible to
All ministry, recognizing that people with disabilities have a
multitude of other identities, and that all justice movements are
interconnected;
• encouraging all settings of the wider church to be physically,
socially, and virtually accessible to and welcoming of people
with disabilities;
• encouraging and providing guidance to UCC settings as they
work to become Accessible to All (hereafter A2A), and
supporting them as they sustain their commitment;
• participating in denominational and ecumenical conversations
related to disabilities and working with the UCC national setting
and community partners to promote disability justice through an
intersectional framework.

• https://uccdm.org/

A2A: What Is It?
• The building?
• The people?
• The programs?
• Three minutes for your ideas!

What Does It
Mean?
• The warm, welcoming invitation
to all!
• True hospitality – think about
barriers ahead of time!
• Examine from all perspectives…
• Removing barriers for all!
• The ministry opportunities for all!

How? Examine Everything…
By: Sight Sound Touch Taste Smell Space!
How about:
Movement and Space
Size of furniture
Arms on some chairs
Table Level
Chair level
Soap level
Sink level
No Steps
Directions/signs visible everywhere!

And Remember…
• Sugar-Free Juice

and

Gluten-Free bread

• Bulletins Simple, Regular, Sans Serif Font Selection, & Large Print
No “screens only” due to visual impairment
• Sound systems for hearing impaired
• Space for walkers
• Space for service animals
• Spaces in the FRONT and CENTER for wheelchairs & walkers
• Handles on doors
• How Many Doors
• How Heavy the Doors
• Oh, yes, … the building, if not level ~ elevator or lift, internal
and external ramp, no steps to the chancel…no steps at all

Because everyone should be able to serve in
worship, discipleship, fellowship, and stewardship!

Dementia & Behavioral Resources
• Quick, safe, quiet space to go to when overwhelmed
• Name it appropriately - “Quiet Room”
• Separate from and in addition to a “Child Space”
• Family restrooms so that a person can take a family
member in with them.
• Toileting and spare incontinence and personal supplies for
those who need it ~ and signs on mirror or wall as to where
located.
• Plaque or signs that shares extra “privacy need” for an
occupied men’s or women’s restroom
• A “Path Navigator” to get people back to where they were
before (not a greeter)

But More than
Anything …
• Attitude.
• Greetings, welcome,
invitation, and inclusion.
• The opportunity to DO
ministry as well as receive it.

Really SEE people…
• Online options for immunocompromised or tired people

• ADA Compliant kitchens and restrooms
• Parent options
• Child options
• Memory “Guides” during services
• Autism adaptations
• All these are Life-giving solutions

How to Become A2A
There are two steps for a congregation to
become A2A. The first step is completion of the
Church Building and Program Accessibility Audit.
Once the audit is complete the congregation can
fill out the A2A Checklist. Congregations need
not have completed all of their accessibility plans
prior to becoming A2A, congregations are
encouraged to complete the A2A checklist as
soon as they can and make any plans they have
to improve accessibility part of their one, three,
and five year goals.
https://uccdm.org/a2a/how-to-become-a2a/

Step 1
• Step 1: Church Building And Program Accessibility Audit will help
local congregations identify what needs to be done to improve accessibility.

• This church accessibility audit can be completed online (Church Building and Program Audit ONLINE).
• It is also available to be printed as a PDF (UCCDM Church Building and Program Audit 12 pt PDF),
• LARGE PRINT PDF (UCCDM Church Building and Program Audit 16 pt PDF)
• Word Document (UCCDM Church Building and Program Audit 12 pt WORD)
• LARGE PRINT Word Document (UCCDM Church Building and Program Audit 16 pt WORD).

Step 2
• Step 2: Complete the A2A Checklist. Once a congregation completes a

building and program audit and has identified how to become more (or continue being) inclusive of
people with disabilities or/and mental health concerns, the congregation may be ready to become
Accessible to All (A2A). To become A2A a congregation completes an A2A Checklist.
• The checklist was revised in 2016 is available to be completed online (UCCDM A2A Checklist
ONLINE).
• The checklist is available as a PDF (UCCDM A2A Checklist PDF)
• The checklist can also be fund in LARGE PRINT (UCCDM A2A Checklist LARGE PRINT PDF).

Become More
Informed

The new Any Body, Every Body, Christ’s Body can
be accessed here as a pdf.
Please send a message to secretary@uccdm.org if
you need the information in a particular format.

This guide is designed to be used in conjunction
with the Accessibility Audit and A2A checklist that
were revised earlier this year.
If you have other questions related to A2A please
contact the board at Chair@uccdm.org.

Let People Know!
•
•
•
•

BE A2A!
Display the inclusion!
Share the welcome!
Embody the hospitality!

Moving Forward
Heartland is becoming an A2A Conference
How can your congregation engage the
process of becoming A2A
Opportunities for parents to be able to get
up and move with children
Neurotypical and atypical persons all around
us
Spiritual growth for every person
Community Resource Connections
Biblical reference
Resource survey

Infant Toddler Changing tables in the men’s room as well as the
women’s room.
Family restrooms
Mat seats/tables in family restroom?

Big Ideas

Pray-ground
Accessible playground outside or gym inside.
Quiet rooms for individual reflection and centering
Big investments strengthen the existing community and build a
wider network of inclusion

